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61
[IMAGE] What words describes a painted or sculpted decoration high on a wall between the 

architrave and the cornice?

62
[IMAGE] Which 1968 film starring Steve McQueen, Robert Vaughn and Jacqueline Bisset is 

pictured here?

63
[IMAGE] Though he has encountered other protagonists, Doctor Victor Von Doom is best 

known as the arch-enemy of which superhero team?

64 [IMAGE] Mick Talbot and Paul Weller were members of which 1980s British band?

65 [IMAGE] Which American singer-songwriter (b. 1943) is pictured here?

66 [IMAGE] Which Gold Coast-based indie singer-songwriter (b. 1986) is picture here?

67
[IMAGE] Which German painter and printmaker (c. 1472 - 1553), a friend of Martin Luther, is 

pictured here?

68 [IMAGE] Which American actress and singer (b. 1980) is pictured here?

69 [IMAGE] Which card game is this?

70 [IMAGE] Which video / computer game is pictured here?

71
[IMAGE] What is the name of this cartoon character, a regular on Australian TV in the summer 

months between 1977 and 2018?

72 [IMAGE] Which SBS comedy is pictured here?

73 Which South African coached the Brumbies Super Rugby team in 2012 and 2013?

74
A Canberra suburb in the Gungahlin district and a federal electorate on the Gold Coast are 

both named after which individual, also known as "Australia's Queen of Song"?

75
What colour Rapid line connects busses from the City to Woden via Parkes, Barton, Kingston, 

Griffith and Narrabundah?

76 Which instrument is played by the leader of an orchestra?

77
What colour is the artificial surface that the Australian Open tennis tournament has used 

2008?

78 In 2017 what was Australia's largest bank by market capitalisation?

79 Accordion, box, cartridge and honeycomb are varieties of what?

80 Which Irish satirist's works include "The Rivals" (1775), and "The School for Scandal" (1777)?

81 Nicknamed the 'Cowboy Capital of The World', Dodge City is located in which US state?

82 Which 2015 Pixar film features Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and Sadness?

83 Most NFL games are played on which day of the week?

84 What rate of GST is charged in New Zealand?

85 Which Canadian city hosts the world's largest rodeo?

86 Who was assassinated at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis on 4th April 1968?

87 What 1961 film was written by Arthur Miller and starred his then wife Marilyn Monroe?

88 What did Australians reject in plebiscites in both 1916 and 1917?

89
The paediatrician and author Dr. Benjamin Spock won an Olympic gold medal in 1924 in which 

sport?

90 Somewhat incongruously, what is the first movement in Gustav Holst's Planet Suite?
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91
With a population of c. 12 million, what is the largest non-capital city located entirely within 

Europe?

92 Which species of kangaroo is the largest?

93
Peter O'Toole was twice nominated for an Oscar (in two separate movies) for portraying which 

historical figure?
94 Which American rock group released the 1986 album "Slippery When Wet"?
95 Which rays were discovered by German physicist Wilhelm Roentgen in 1895?

96 Scrooge McDuck and Smaug top which Forbes magazine list?

97 Who created the animated characters Wallace and Gromit?

98
Measuring about 620 by 120 metres and holding 150,000 spectators, what was the largest 

sporting and entertainment venue in ancient Rome?

99 Kembla Grange racecourse is located in which Australian state or territory?

100 Which Caribbean island is the only country in the world named after a historical woman?

101 According to Greek mythology, who hit Achilles in his heel with a poisoned arrow?

102 On which TV quiz show should contestants give the least common correct answer?

103
What is the mathematical term for a number, be it positive, negative or zero, that can be 

written without a fractional component?

104 Who wrote the lyrics to the 1861 poem/song 'The Battle Hymn of the Republic'?

105 What affect should an analgesic drug have on the human body?

106 In which country is the 2012 Disney/Pixar film "Brave" set?

107 'In the Air Tonight' was a 1981 hit for which British singer-songwriter?

108
In terms of their burial, what links Robert the Bruce, Frederic Chopin, Eleanor of Castile, Percy 

Shelley, and the Australian race horse Phar Lap?

109 Chinese basketballer Yao Ming played eight seasons with which NBA team?

110
What four-letter word can mean essentials for living, to store in a regular place, to remain in 

good condition, or to protect?

111 In which year of the 1950s did the Soviet Union launch the Sputnik 1 satellite?

112 Which is the only Semitic language that is an official language of the European Union?

113
Which Rolling Stones hit features in the film "Full Metal Jacket", and the TV series "Tour of 

Duty" and "Westworld", among others?

114 In cooking, which term refers to the intermingling of fat between the lean of beef?

115 The Vistula river runs through which European capital city?

116
Based on the most unlikely premise, which six-film series stars Ian Ziering and Tara Reid as Fin 

Shepard and April Wexler?

117
Dermatology is a branch of medicine dealing with the function and diseases of which human 

organ?

118
What terms describes a mutually benefits of an ongoing relationship between two organisms 

of different species living in close proximity?  For example, the clownfish and sea anemone.

119
From 1927-2007 which country's central bank was, somewhat confusingly, known in English as 

the Central Bank of China?

120
The mainland component of present-day Tanzania was a colony of which European power 

between 1885 and 1919?
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